
Probability I{ Chap. 3: Conditional Probabilities 13.1 IntrodutionIntrodue one of the most important onepts in probability theory: onditional probabil-ity.� The importane of this hapter is twofold.1. We are often interested in alulating probabilities when some partial informa-tion onerning the result of the experiment is available; in suh a situation thedesired probabilities are onditional.2. Even when no partial information is available, onditional probabilities an oftenbe used to ompute the desired probabilities more easily.3.2 Conditional probabilitiesToss 2 die and suppose that eah of the 36 possible outomes is equally likely to our.� Suppose that the �rst die is a 3.� What is the probability that the sum of the 2 die equals 8?� E = f(2; 6); (3; 5); (4; 4); (5; 3); (6; 2)g� F = f(3; j)j j = 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6g� P (EjF ) = P (EF )P (F ) = 1=366=36 = 16De�nition: If P (F ) > 0, then P (EjF ) = P (EF )P (F ) (2:1)Example 3.2a. A oin is ipped twie. If we assume that all four points in the sampleS = f(H;H); (H; T ); (T;H); (T; T )g are equally likely, what is the onditional probabilitythat both ip result in heads, given that the �rst ip does?� E = f(H;H)g: The event that both ips land heads.� F = f(H;H); (H; T )g: The event that �rst ip lands heads.



Probability I{ Chap. 3: Conditional Probabilities 2� The desired probability is given byP (EjF ) = P (EF )P (F )= P (f(H;H)g)P (f(H;H); (H; T )g)= 1424 = 12Example 3.2b. An urn ontains 10 white, 5 yellow, and 10 blak marbles. A marble ishosen at random from the urn, and it is noted that it is not one of the blak marbles.What is the probability that it is yellow?� Y : The event that the marble seleted is yellow.� B: The event that it is not blak.� From Eq. (2.1) P (Y jB) = P (Y B)P (B) = 5251525 = 13� Derive the probability by working diretly with the redued sample spae:515 = 13Example 3.2. In the ard game bridge the 52 ards are dealt out equally to 4 players(alled East, West, North, and South). If North and South have a total of 8 spades amongthem, what is the probability that East has 3 of the remaining 5 spades?� Work with the redued sample spae.� (53)(2110)(2613) � :339Example 3.2d. The organization for whih Ms. Jones works is running a dinner forthose employees having at least one son. If Jones is known to have two hildren, whatis the onditional probability that they are both boys, given that she is invited to thedinner? Assume that the sample spae S is given by S = f(b; b); (b; g); (g; b); (g; g)g andall outomes are equally likely [(b; g) means, for instane, that the older hild is a boy andthe younger hild is a girl℄.� F : Jones has at least one son.



Probability I{ Chap. 3: Conditional Probabilities 3� E: Both hildren are boys.P (EjF ) = P (EF )P (F )= P (f(b; b)g)P (f(b; b); (b; g); (g; b)g)= 1434= 13Multipliation rule: P (EF ) = P (F )P (EjF )Example 3.2e. Celine is undeided as to whether to take a Frenh ourse or a hemistryourse. She estimates that her probability of reeiving an A grade would be 12 in a Frenhourse, and 23 in a hemistry ourse. If Celine deides to base her deision on the ip of afair oin, what is the probability that she gets an A in hemistry?� C: The event that Celine takes hemistry.� A: The event that she reeives an A in whatever ourse she takes.P (CA) = P (C)P (AjC)= �12��23� = 13Example 3.2f. Suppose that an urn ontains 8 red balls and 4 white balls. We draw 2balls from the urn without replaement. If we assume that at eah draw eah ball in theurn is equally likely to be hosen, what is the probability that both balls drawn are red?� R1(R2): The event that the �rst (seond) ball drawn is red.P (R1R2) = P (R1)P (R2jR1)= �23�� 711� = 1433� Diret omputation: P (R1R2) = (82)(122 )The multipliation rule:P (E1E2E3 � � �En)= P (E1)P (E2jE1)P (E3jE1E2) � � �P (EnjE1 � � �En�1)



Probability I{ Chap. 3: Conditional Probabilities 4Example 3.2g. An ordinary dek of 52 playing ards is randomly divided into 4 piles of13 ards eah. Compute the probability that eah pile has exatly 1 ae.� E1 = fthe ae of spades is in any one of the pilesg� E2 = fthe aes of spades and hearts are in di�erent pilesg� E3 = fthe aes of spades, hearts, and diamonds are all in di�erent pilesg� E4 = fall 4 aes are in di�erent pilesg� P (E1E2E3E4) = P (E1)P (E2jE1)P (E3jE1E2)P (E4jE1E2E3)� P (E1) = 1 sine E1 is the sample spae.� P (E2jE1) = 3951 sine the pile ontaining the ae of spades will reeives 12 of theremaining 51 ards.� P (E3jE1E2) = 2650 sine the pile ontaining the ae of spades and hearts will reeives24 of the remaining 50 ards.� P (E4jE1E2E3) = 1349� P (E1E2E3E4) = 39�26�1351�50�49 � :105� Alternative: 4!� 4812;12;12;12�� 5213;13;13;13� = 39 � 26 � 1351 � 50 � 493.3 Bayes' formula� E = EF [EF  (Fig. 3.1)P (E) = P (EF ) + P (EF )= P (EjF )P (F ) + P (EjF )P (F )= P (EjF )P (F ) + P (EjF )[1� P (F )℄Example 3.3a. (Part 1). An insurane ompany believes that people an be dividedinto two lasses: those who are aident prone and those who are not. Their statistisshow that an aident-prone person will have an aident at some time within a �xed 1-year period with probability .4, whereas this probability dereases to .2 for a non-aident-prone person. If we assume that 30 perent of the population is aident prone, what isthe probability that a new poliyholder will have an aident within a year of purhasinga poliy?



Probability I{ Chap. 3: Conditional Probabilities 5� A1: The event that the poliyholder will have an aident within a year of purhase.� A: The event that the poliyholder is aident prone.P (A1) = P (A1jA)P (A) + P (A1jA)P (A)= (:4)(:3) + (:2)(:7) = :26Example 3.3a. (Part 2). Suppose that a new poliyholder has an aident within ayear of purhasing a poliy. What is the probability that he or she is aident prone?� The desired probability is P (AjA1) = P (AA1)P (A1)= P (A)P (A1jA)P (A1)= (:3)(:4):26 = 613Example 3.3b. In answering a question on a multiple-hoie test, a student either knowsthe answer or guesses. Let p be the probability that the student knows the answer and1� p the probability that the student guesses. Assume that a student who guesses at theanswer will be orret with probability 1=m, where m is the number of multiple-hoiealternatives. What is the onditional probability that a student know the answer to aquestion, given that he or she answered it orretly?� C: The event that the student answers the question orretly.� K: The event that the student atually knows the answer.P (KjC) = P (KC)P (C)= P (CjK)P (K)P (CjK)P (K) + P (CjK)P (K)= pp+ (1=m)(1� p)= mp1 + (m� 1)p� If m = 5; p = 1=2, then the probability that a student knew the answer to a questionhe or she orretly answered is 5/6.Example 3.3. A laboratory blood test is 95 perent e�etive in deteting a ertaindisease when it is, in fat, present. However, the test also yields a "false positive" resultfor 1 perent of the the healthy person tested. (That is, if a healthy person is tested, then,with probability .01 the test result will imply he or she has the disease.) If .5 perent ofthe population atually has the disease, what is the probability a person has the diseasegiven that the test result is positive?



Probability I{ Chap. 3: Conditional Probabilities 6� D: The event that the tested person has the disease.� E: The event that the test result is positive.P (DjE) = P (DE)P (E)= P (EjD)P (E)P (EjD)P (D) + P (EjD)P (D)= (:95)(:005)(:95)(:005) + (:01)(:995)= 95294 � :323� Alternative: :95:95 + (199)(:01) = 95294 � :323Example 3.3d. Consider a medial pratitioner pondering the following dilemma: "IfI'm at least 80 perent ertain that my patient has this disease, then I always reommendsurgery, whereas if I'm not quite as ertain, then I reommend additional tests that areexpensive and sometime painful. Now, initially I was only 60 perent ertain that Joneshas the disease, so I ordered the series A test, whih always gives a positive result whenthe patient has the disease and almost never does when he is healthy. The informationompliates matters beause, although it doesn't hange my original 60 perent estimateof his hanes of having the disease, it does a�et the interpretation of the results of theA test. This is so beause the A test, while never yielding a positive result 30 perent ofthe time in the ase of diabeti patients not su�ering from the disease. Now what do I do?More tests or immediate surgery?"� D: The event that Jones has the disease.� E: The event of positive A test result.P (DjE) = P (DE)P (E)= P (EjD)P (E)P (EjD)P (D) + P (EjD)P (D)= (:6)11(:6) + (:3)(:4)= :833Example 3.3e. At a ertain stage of a riminal investigation the inspetor in harge is60 perent onvined of a ertain suspet. Suppose now that a new piee of evidene thatshows that the riminal has a ertain harateristi (suh as left-handedness, baldness, orbrown hair) is unovered. If 20 perent of the population possesses this harateristi, howertain of guilt of the suspet should the inspetor now be if it turns out that the suspethas this harateristi?



Probability I{ Chap. 3: Conditional Probabilities 7� G: The event that the suspet is guilty.� C: The event that he possesses the harateristi of the riminal.P (GjC) = P (GC)P (C)= P (CjG)P (G)P (CjG)P (G) + P (CjG)P (G)= 1(:6)1(:6) + (:2)(:4) � :882Example 3.3f. In the world bridge hampionships held in Buenos Aires in May 1965the famous Buenos Aires in May 1965 the famous British bridge partnership of TerreneReese and Boris Shapiro was aused of heating by using a system of �nger signalsthat ould indiate the number of hearts held by the players. Reese and Shapiro deniedthe ausation, and eventually a hearing was in the form of a legal proeedings with aproseuting and defense team, both having the power to all and ross-examine witnesses.During the ourse of these proeedings the proseutor examined spei� hands played byReese and Shaprio and laimed that their playing in these hands was onsistent withthe hypothesis that they were guilty of having illiit knowledge of the heart suit. At thispoint, the defense attorney pointed out that their play of these hands was also perfetlyonsistent with their standard line of play. However, the proseution then argued that aslong as their play was onsistent with the hypothesis of guilt, then it must be ounted asevidene toward this hypothesis. What do you think of the reasoning of the proseution?� H: A partiular hypothesis (suh as the guilt of Reese and Shapiro).� E: The new evidene.P (HjE) = P (HE)P (E) (3:2)= P (EjH)P (H)P (EjH)P (H) + P (EjH)[1� P (H)℄� P (HjE) > P (H) ifP (EjH) � P (EjH)P (H)+P (EjH)[1�P (H)℄ or equivalently P (EjH) � P (EjH).� P (HjE) = P (H)P (H)+[1�P (H)℄P (EjH)P (EjH)� The play of the ards an be onsidered to support the hypothesis of guilt only ifsuh playing would have been more likely if the partnership were heating than ifthey were not.



Probability I{ Chap. 3: Conditional Probabilities 8De�nition:The odds ratio of an event A is de�ned byP (A)P (A) = P (A)1� P (A)
� Consider now a hypothesis H that is true with probability P (H) and suppose thatnew evidene is introdued.� P (HjE) = P (EjH)P (H)P (E)� P (HjE) = P (EjH)P (H)P (E)� P (HjE)P (HjE) = P (H)P (H) P (EjH)P (EjH)Example 3.3g. When oin A is ipped it omes up heads with probability 14 , whereaswhen oinB is ipped it omes up heads with probability 34 . Suppose that one of these oinsis randomly hosen and is ipped twie. If both ips land heads, what is the probabilitythat oin B was the one ipped?� B: The event that oin B was the one ipped.� P (B) = P (B)� P (Bjtwo heads)P (Bjtwo heads) = 916116 = 9� The probability is 9/10 that oin B was the one ipped.Generalized Eq. (3.1):� Suppose that F1; F2; : : : ; Fn are mutually exlusive events suh thatn[i=1Fi = S: Partition� E = n[i=1EFi� E = nXi=1 P (EFi) = nXi=1 P (EjFi)P (Fi)



Probability I{ Chap. 3: Conditional Probabilities 9Proposition 3.1 (Bayes's formula):P (FjjE) = P (EFj)P (E) (3:5)= P (EjFj)P (Fj)Pni=1 P (EjFi)P (Fi)Example 3.3h. A plane is missing, and it is presumed that it was equally likely tohave gone down in any of 3 possible regions. 1� �i denote the probability that the planewill be found upon a searh of the ith region when the plane is, in fat, in that region,i = 1; 2; 3. (The onstants �i are alled overlook probabilities beause they represent theprobability of overlooking the plane; they are generally attributable to the geographialand environmental onditions of the regions.) What is the onditional probability that theplane is in the ith regions, given that a searh of region 1 is unsuessful, i = 1; 2; 3?� Ri: The event that the plane is in region i.� E: The event that a searh region 1 is unsuessful.P (R1jE) = P (ER1)P (E)= P (EjR1)P (R1)P3i=1 P (EjRi)P (Ri)= (�1)13(�1)13 + (1)13 + (1)13= �1�1 + 2� For j =2,3, P (RjjE) = P (EjRj)P (Rj)P (E)= (1)13(�1)13 + 13 + 13= 1�1 + 2 j = 2; 3Example 3.3i. Suppose that we have 3 ards idential in form exept that both sides ofthe �rst ard are olored red, both sides of the seond ard are olored blak, and one sideof the third ard is olored red and the other side blak. The 3 ards are mixed up in ahat, and 1 ard is randomly seleted and put down on the ground. If the upper side of thehosen ard is olored red, what is the probability that the other side is olored blak?



Probability I{ Chap. 3: Conditional Probabilities 10� RR;BB;RB: The events that the hosen ard is all red, all blak, or the red-blakard.
P (RBjR) = P (RB \R)P (R)= P (RjRB)P (RB)P (RjRR)P (RR) + P (RjRB)P (RB) + P (RjBB)P (BB)= (12)(13)(1)(13) + (12)(13) + 0(13)= 13Example 3.3j. A new ouple, known to have two hildren, has just moved into town.Suppose that the mother is enountered walking with one of her hildren. If this hild is agirl, what is the probability that both hildren are girls?� G1: The �rst hild is a girl.� G2: The seond hild is a girl.� G: The hild seen with the mother is a girl.P (G1G2jG) = P (G1G2G)P (G)= P (G1G2)P (G)� P (G) = P (GjG1G2)P (G1G2) + P (GjG1B2)P (G1B2)+P (GjB1G2)P (B1G2) + P (GjB1B2)P (B1B2)= P (G1G2) + P (GjG1B2)P (G1B2)+P (GjB1G2)P (B1G2)



Probability I{ Chap. 3: Conditional Probabilities 11� P (G1G2jG) = 1414 + P (GjG1B2)4 + P (GjB1G2)4= 11 + P (GjG1B2) + P (GjB1G2)� If we assume that independent of the genders of the hildren, the hild walking withthe mother is the elder hild with some probability p:P (GjG1B2) = p = 1� P (GjB1G2)P (G1G2jG) = 12� If we assume that if the hildren are of di�erent genders, then the mother wouldhoose to walk with the girl with probability q, independent of the birth order of thehildren: P (GjG1B2) = P (GjB1G2) = qP (G1G2jG) = 11 + 2qExample 3.3k. At a psyhiatri lini the soial workers are so busy that, on the average,only 60 perent of potential new patients that telephone are able to talk immediately with asoial worker when they all. The other 40 perent are asked to leave their phone numbers.About 75 perent of the time a soial worker is able to return the all on the same day, andthe other 25 perent of the time the aller is ontated on the following day. Experienefor onsultation is .8 if the aller was immediately able to speak to a soial worker, whereasit is .6 and .4, respetively, if the patient's all was returned the same day or the followingday.(a) What perentage of people that telephone visit the lini for onsultation?(b) What perentage of patients that visit the lini did not have to have their telephonealls returned?� V : Caller visits the lini for onstrution.� I: Caller immediately speaks to a soial worker.� S: Caller is ontated later on the same day.� F : Caller is ontated on the following day.P (V ) = P (V jI)P (I) + P (V jS)P (S) + P (V jF )P (F )= (:8)(:6) + (:6)(:4)(:75) + (:4)(:4)(:25)= :70



Probability I{ Chap. 3: Conditional Probabilities 12(b) P (IjV ) = P (V jI)P (I)P (V )= (:8)(:6):7� :6863.4 Independent eventsP (EjF ):� Knowing that F has ourred generally hanges the hanes of E's ourrene.� E is independent of F if knowledge that F has ourred does not hange the proba-bility that E ours.De�nition: Two events E and F are said to be independent if P (EF ) = P (E)P (F )holds. Two events E and F that are not independent are said to be dependent.Example 3.4a. A ard is seleted at random from an ordinary dek of 52 playing ards.� E: The event that the seleted ard is an ae.� F : The event that it is a spade.� Then E and F are independent.� This follows beause P (EF ) = 152 , whereas P (E) = 452 and P (F ) = 1352 .Example 3.4b. Two oins are ipped, and all 4 outomes are assumed to be equallylikely.� E: The event that the �rst oin lands heads.� F : The event that the seond lands tails.� Then E and F are independent.� P (E) = P (f(H;H); (H; T )g) = 12� P (F ) = P (f(H; T ); (T; T )g) = 12� P (EF ) = P (fH; Tg) = 14 = P (E)P (F )



Probability I{ Chap. 3: Conditional Probabilities 13Example 3.4. Suppose that we toss 2 fair die. Let E1 denote the event that the sumof the die is 6 and F denote the event that the �rst die equals 4.� Then P (E1F ) = P (f(4; 2)g) = 136whereas P (E1)P (F ) = � 536��16� = 5216Hene E1 and F are not independent.� Intuitively, the reason for this is lear beause if we are interested in the possibilityof throwing a 6 (with 2 die) we shall be quite happy if the �rst die lands 4 (or anyof the number 1; 2; 3; 4; 5), for then we shall still have a possibility of getting a totalof 6.� On the other hand, if the �rst die landed 6, we would be unhappy beause we wouldno longer have a hane of getting a total of 6.� In other words, our hane of getting a total of six depends on the outome of the�rst die; hene E1 and F annot be independent.� E2: The event that the sum of the die equal to 7.� P (E2F ) = 136� P (E2)P (F ) = (16)(16) = 136� E2 and F are independent.Example 3.4d. If we let E denote the event that the next president is a Republianand F the event that there will be a major earthquake within the next year, then mostpeople would probably be willing to assume that E and F are independent. However, thenwould probably be some ontroversy over whether it is reasonable to assume that E isindependent of G, where G is the event that there will be a major war within two yearsafter the eletion.Proposition 4.1: If E and F are independent, then so are E and F .Example 3.4e. Two fair die are thrown.� E: The event that the sum of the die is 7.� F : The event that the �rst die equals 4.� G: The event that the seond die equals 3.� From Example 4 we know that E is independent of F .� E is also independent of G.



Probability I{ Chap. 3: Conditional Probabilities 14� E is not independent of FG sine P (EjFG) = 1.De�nition: The three events E; F , and G are said to be independent ifP (EFG) = P (E)P (F )P (G)P (EF ) = P (E)P (F )P (EG) = P (E)P (G)P (FG) = P (F )P (G)� If E; F , and G are independent, then E will be independent of any event formedfrom F and G.� The events E1; E2; : : : ; En are said to be independent if for every subset E10 ; E20 ; : : : ; Er0 ; r �n, of these events P (E10E20 � � �Er0) = P (E10)P (E20) � � �P (Er0)� If eah subexperiment has the same sample spae and the same probability funtionon its events, then the subexperiment are alled trials.Example 3.4f. An in�nite sequene of independent trials is to be performed. Eah trialresults in a suess with probability p and a failure with probability 1 � p. What is theprobability that(a) at least 1 suess ours in the �rst n trials;(b) exatly k suesses our in the �rst n trials;*() all trials result in suesses?� Ei: The event of a failure on the ith trial.(a) P (E1E2 � � �En) = P (E1)P (E2) � � �P (En) = (1� p)nThe desired probability is 1� (1� p)n.(b) Pfexatly k suessesg = �nk�pk(1� p)n�k() P (E1E2 � � �En) = pnP  1\i=1Ei! = P  limn!1 n\i=1Ei!= limn!1P  n\i=1Ei!= limn pn = ( 0 if p < 11 if p = 1



Probability I{ Chap. 3: Conditional Probabilities 15Example 3.4g. A system omposed of n separate omponents is said to be a parallelsystem if it funtions when at least one of the omponents funtions (see Figure 3.2). Forsuh a system, if omponent i, independent of other omponents, funtions with probabilitypi; i = 1; : : : ; n, what is the probability that the system funtions?� Ai: The event that omponent i funtions.Pfsystem funtionsg = 1� Pfsystem does not funtiong= 1� Pfall omponents do not funtiong= 1� P 0�\i Ai1A= 1� nYi=1(1� pi) by independene
Example 3.4h. Independent trials, onsisting of rolling a pair of fair die, are performed.What is the probability that an outome of 5 appears before an outome of 7 when theoutome of a roll is the sum of the die?� En: The event that no 5 or 7 appears on the �rst n� 1 trials and a 5 appears on thenth trial.� P  1[n=1En! = 1Xn=1P (En)� Pf5 on any trialg = 436� P (En) = �1� 1036�n�1 436 P  1[n=1En! = 19 1Xn=1�1318�n�1= 19 11� 1318= 25� Alternative by using onditional probabilities:{ E: The event that a 5 ours before a 7.{ F : The event that the �rst trial results in a 5.{ G: The event that the �rst trial results in a 7.



Probability I{ Chap. 3: Conditional Probabilities 16{ H: The event that the �rst trial results in neither a 5 nor a 7.{ P (E) = P (EjF )P (F ) + P (EjG)P (G) + P (EjH)P (H){ P (EjF ) = 1; P (EjG) = 0; P (EjH) = P (E){ P (E) = 19 + P (E)1318{ P (E) = 25� If E and F are mutually exlusive events of an experiment, then, when independenttrials of this experiment are performed, the event E will our before the event Fwith the probability P (E)P (E) + P (F )Example 3.4i. The problem of the points. Independent trials, resulting in a suesswith probability p and and a failure with probability 1 � p, are performed. What is theprobability that n suesses our before m failure? If we think of A and B as playing agame suh that A gains 1 point when a suess ours and B gains 1 point when a failureours, then the desired probability is the probability that A would win if the game wereto be ontinued in a position where A needed n and B needed m more points to win.� Pn;m: The probability that n suesses our before m failures.� Conditioning on the outome of the �rst trial:Pn;m = (1� p)Pn;m�1 + pPn�1;m n � 1;m � 1Pn;0 = 0 and P0;m = 1� Pn;m = m+n�1Xk=n  m + n� 1k !pk(1� p)m+n�1�kExample 3.4j. The gambler's ruin problem. Two gamblers, A and B, bet on outomesof suessive ip of a oin. On eah ip, if the oin omes up heads, A ollets 1 unitfrom B, whereas if it omes up tails, A pays 1 unit to B. They ontinue to do this untilone of them runs out of money. If it is assumed that the suessive ips of the oin areindependent and eah ip results in a head with probability p, what is the probability thatA ends up with all the money if he starts with i units and B starts with N � i units?� E: The event that A ends up with all the money when he starts with i and B withN � i.� Pi = P (E).� H: The event that the �rst ip lands heads.Pi = P (E) = P (EjH)P (H) + P (EjH)P (H)= pP (EjH) + (1� p)P (EjH)



Probability I{ Chap. 3: Conditional Probabilities 17� P (EjH) = Pi+1� P (EjH) = Pi�1� Pi = pPi+1 + qPi�1 i = 1; 2; : : : ; N � 1� pPi + qPi = pPi+1 + qPi�1� Pi+1 � Pi = qp(Pi � Pi�1); i = 1; 2; : : : ; N � 1� P0 = 0 P2 � P1 = qp(P1 � P0) = qpP1P3 � P2 = qp(P2 � P1) =  qp!2 P1...Pi � Pi�1 = qp (Pi�1 � Pi�2) =  qp!i�1 P1...PN � PN�1 = qp(PN�1 � PN�2) =  qp!N�1 P1� Pi � P1 = P1 �� qp�+ � qp�2 + � � �+ � qp�i�1�� Pi = 8<: 1�(q=p)i1�(q=p) P1 if qp 6= 1iP1 if qp = 1� PN = 1 P1 = ( 1�(q=p)1�(q=p)N if p 6= 121N if p = 12� Pi = ( 1�(q=p)i1�(q=p)N if p 6= 12iN if p = 12� Qi: The probability that B winds up with all the money when A starts with i andB with N � i. Qi = ( 1�(p=q)N�i1�(p=q)N if q 6= 12N�iN if q = 12



Probability I{ Chap. 3: Conditional Probabilities 18� Pi +Qi = 1� (q=p)i1� (q=p)N + 1� (p=q)N�i1� (p=q)N= pN � pN(q=pi)pN � qN + qN � qN (p=q)N�iqN � pN= pN � pN�iqi � qN + qipN�ipN � qN= 1� If A were to start with 5 units and B with 10, then the probability of A's winningwould be 13 , whereas it would jump to1� (23)51� (23)15 � :87if p = :6.Example 3.4k. The omplete graph having n verties is de�ned to be a set of n points(alled verties) in the plane and the �n2� lines (alled edges) onneting eah pair of verties.The omplete graph having 3 verties is shown in Figure 3.3. Suppose now that eah edgein a omplete graph on n verties is to be olored either red or blue. For a �xed integerk, a question of interest is whether there is a way of oloring the edges so that no setof k verties has all of its �k2� onneting edges the same olor. It an be shown, by aprobabilisti argument, that if n is not too large, then the answer is yes.� Suppose that eah edge is equally likely to be olored either red or blue.� Number the �nk� sets of k verties.Ei = fall of the onneting edges of theith set of k verties are the same olorg� The probability that they are all the same olor isP (Ei) = 2�12�k(k�1)=2� P  [i Ei! �  nk!�12�k(k�1)=2�1� If �nk�(12)k(k�1)=2�1 < 1 or �nk� < 2k(k�1)=2�1 then the probability that at least one ofthe �nk� sets of k verties has all of its onneting edges of the same olor is less than1.� There is a positive probability that no set of k verties has all of its onneting edgesthe same olor.



Probability I{ Chap. 3: Conditional Probabilities 19*3.5 P (�jF ) is a probabilityProposition 5.1:(a) 0 � P (EjF ) � 1.(b) P (SjF ) = 1.() If Ei, i = 1; 2; : : : are mutually exlusive events, thenP  1[1 EijF! = 1X1 P (EijF )
� Q(E) = P (EjF )� Q(E1[E2) = Q(E1) +Q(E2)� P (E1[E2jF ) = P (E1jF ) + P (E2jF )� P (E1E2jF )� Q(E1jE2) = Q(E1E2)Q(E2)� Q(E1) = Q(E1jE2)Q(E2)Q(E1jE2)Q(E2)� P (E1jF ) = P (E1jE2F )P (E2jF )+P (E1jE2F )P (E2jF )Example 3.5a. Consider Example 3a, whih is onerned with an insurane ompanythat believes that people an be divided into two distint lasses-those who are aidentprone and those who are not. During any given year an aident-prone person will havean aident with probability .4, whereas the orresponding �gure for a non-aident-proneperson is .2. What is the onditional probability that a new poliyholder will have anaident in his or her seond year of poliy ownership, given that the poliyholder has hadan aident in the year?� A: The event that the poliyholder is aident prone.� Ai: The event that he or she has had an aident in the ith year.� The desired probability:P (A2jA1) = P (A2jAA1)P (AjA1) + P (A2jAA1)P (AjA1)� Now, P (AjA1) = P (A1A)P (A1) = P (A1jA)P (A)P (A1)



Probability I{ Chap. 3: Conditional Probabilities 20� P (AjA1) = (:4)(:3):26 = 613 andP (AjA1) = 1� P (AjA1) = 713� Sine P (A2jAA1) = :4 and P (A2jAA1) = :2, we see thatP (A2jA1) = (:4) 613 + (:2) 713 � :29Example 3.5b. Independent trials, eah resulting in a suess with probability p or afailure with probability q = 1 � p are performed. We are interested in omputing theprobability that a run of n onseutive suesses ours before a run of m onseutivefailures.� E: The event that a run of n onseutive suesses ours before a run of m onse-utive failures.� H: The event that the �rst trial results in a suess.� P (E) = pP (EjH) + qP (EjH)� F : The event that trials 2 through n all are suesses.P (EjH) = P (EjFH)P (F jE) + P (EjF H)P (F jH)� P (EjF H) = P (EjH)� P (EjH) = pn�1 + (1� pn�1)P (EjH)� G: The event that trials 2 through m all are failures.P (EjH) = P (EjGH)P (GjH) + P (EjGH)P (GjH)� P (EjGH) = P (EjH)� P (EjH) = (1� qm�1)P (EjH)� P (EjH) = pn�1pn�1+qm�1�pn�1qm�1� P (EjH) = (1�qm�1)pn�1pn�1+qm�1�pn�1qm�1P (E) = pP (EjH) + qP (EjH)= pn + qpn�1(1� qm�1)pn�1 + qm�1 � pn�1qm�1= pn�1(1� qm)pn�1 + qm�1 � pn�1qm�1� Pfrun of m failures before a run of n suessesg= qm�1(1�pn)qm�1+pn�1�qm�1pn�1



Probability I{ Chap. 3: Conditional Probabilities 21Example 3.5. At a party n men take o� their hats. The hats are then mixed up, andeah man randomly selets one. We say that a math ours if a man selets his own hat.What is the probability of(a) no mathes;(b) exatly k mathes?(a) � E: The event that no mathes our.� Pn = P (E)� M : A man selets his own hat.� Pn = P (E) = P (EjM)P (M)+P (EjM )P (M )� P (EjM) = 0� Pn = P (EjM )n�1n� P (EjM ) = Pn�1 + 1n�1Pn�2� Pn = n�1n Pn�1 + 1nPn�2� Pn � Pn�1 = � 1n(Pn�1 � Pn�2)� We have P1 = 0, P2 = 12P3 � P2 = � (P2�P1)3 = � 13!or P3 = 12! � 13!P4 � P3 = � (P3�P2)3 = 14!or P4 = 12! � 13! + 14!� Pn = 12! � 13! + 14! � � � �+ (�1)nn!(b) � 1n 1n�1 � � � 1n�(k�1)Pn�k = (n�k)!n! Pn�k� Pn�kk! = 12!� 13!+���+ (�1)n�k(n�k)!k!� P (E1jE2F ) = P (E1jF )� P (E1E2jF ) = P (E1jF )P (E2jF )Example 3.5d. Laplae's rule of suession. There are k + 1 oins in a box. The ithoin will, when ipped, turn up heads with probability i=k. A oin is randomly seletedfrom the box and is then repeatedly ipped. If the �rst n ips all result in heads, what isthe onditional probability that the (n+ 1)st ip will do likewise?� Ei: The event that the ith oin is initially seleted.� Fn: The event that the �rst n ips all result in heads.� F : The event that the (n + 1)st ip is a head.



Probability I{ Chap. 3: Conditional Probabilities 22� The desired probability P (F jFn) = kXi=0 P (F jFnEi)P (EijFn)� P (F jFnEi) = P (F jEi) = ikAlso, P (EijFn) = P (EiFn)P (Fn)= P (FnjEi)P (Ei)Pkj=0 P (FnjEj)P (Ej)= ( ik )n h 1k+1iPkj=0( jk )n h 1k+1i� Hene P (F jFn) = Pki=0 � ik�n+1Pkj=0 � jk�n� If k is large, use the integral approximations1k kXi=0 � ik�n+1 � Z 10 xn+1dx = 1n+ 21k kXj=0� jk�n � Z 10 xndx = 1n+ 1� For k large, P (F jFn) � n + 1n + 2Summary� Conditional probability of E given F :P (EjF ) = P (EF )P (F )� Multipliation rule of probability:P (E1E2 � � �En) = P (E1)P (E2jE1) � � �P (EnjE1E2 � � �En�1)



Probability I{ Chap. 3: Conditional Probabilities 23� Compute P (E) by onditioning on F :P (E) = P (EjF )P (F ) + P (EjF )P (F )� Odds ratio of event H: P (H)P (H)� Odds ratio of event H given E:P (HjE)P (HjE) = P (H)P (H) P (EjH)P (EjH)� Bayes' formula: P (FjjE) = P (EjFj)P (Fj)Pni=1 P (EjFi)P (Fi)� Independene of E and F : P (EF ) = P (E)P (F )� Independene of Ei; i = 1; 2; : : : ; n:P (Ei1Ei2 � � �Eir) = P (Ei1)P (Ei2) � � �P (Eir) r = 2; 3; : : : ; n


